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Raising Standards in 
Property Preservation
Whether you’re selecting a specialist contractor for a 
project or recommending one to a client or third party, 
confidence in a supplier is critical. 

Such confidence is not won overnight but is the 

result of delivering high quality service, sustained 

over many years.

Peter Cox, founded in 1951 and the UK market 

leader in its field, is widely recognised as a company 

to trust with its unrivalled experience in the repair 

and preservation of premises. We provide property 

professionals, owners, public authorities, building 

contractors, social housing authorities and councils, 

with effective solutions for numerous issues. 

Qualified surveyors from Peter Cox can 

undertake specialist surveys to assess a variety 

of preservation issues including: rising and 

penetrating damp, condensation, structural and 

basement waterproofing, fungal decay, woodworm, 

timber repair, crack stitching, lintel repair, wall tie 

replacement and structural anchoring. 

A Long Tradition

As the experts in our field, Peter Cox aim to offer 

the right service and price for your needs. Over 

500,000 long term guarantees, of up to 20 years for 

some of our services, have been issued since the 

company was founded in 1951. 

National Coverage, Local Surveyors

Peter Cox has branches throughout England, 

Scotland and Wales, meaning a branch on your 

doorstep and surveyors with local knowledge and 

expertise. With over 70 CSRT or CSSW qualified 

surveyors and 85 specially trained technicians 

who are all directly employed, you can rely on our 

professionals to complete projects on time and to 

an exceedingly high standard. All our services are 

administered under a third party accredited ISO 

9001 Quality Management System.

Industry Leading Accreditations

Peter Cox are a member of the Property Care 

Association, British Structural Waterproofing 

Association and are CHAS, Trustmark, 

Constructionline and Safecontractor approved. 

All Peter Cox surveyors and technicians are 

fully trained in safe working practices, while our 

treatment fluids are HSE compliant as well as being 

generally odourless and non-flammable.  
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Peter Cox understands the need to maintain the highest 
quality standards while working within the constraints of 
tightly prescribed budgets.

We work extensively with social landlords, local authorities 
and housing associations with regeneration schemes, 
in addition to fulfilling ongoing maintenance contracts 
throughout England, Wales and Scotland. 

Our contract managers demand the same high standard 
of service from our administration staff, as they do from our 
colleagues who carry out the works onsite.   

 

Private  
Housing
Since Mr Peter Cox first patented his 
transfusion damp proof course, the 
company has helped to repair thousands 
of privately owned houses throughout 
England, Wales and Scotland.

Since 1951 we have established sound working 
relationships across the country with estate agents, 
valuation surveyors, building surveyors, architects and 
mortgage lenders.

That’s why so many homeowners who contact us  
direct do so following a recommendation from a 
professional adviser. 

Frequently we are called in after pre-purchase 
surveys to give specialist advice on problems of 
dampness, timber decay or structural issues. We 
also help homeowners who want to convert damp 
basements into extra living accommodation.

Working for the owner occupier, private landlord or 
property manager demands a high standard of service 
which you can expect with Peter Cox. 

Public Sector  
and Social  
Housing
Public sector contracts place very 
specific demands on the repair 
specialist, both on modernisation 
projects and the renovation and 
repair of public housing.

We used Peter Cox in a previous 
house for a damp proof course and 
did not hesitate to use them again in 
our new property. Efficient, informative 
service from quotation to works being 
carried out. Would use again and 
highly recommend.

“ “



Whether it be the conversion of former industrial buildings into modern apartments 
or the redevelopment of a property into offices or new build housing schemes, Peter 
Cox has the extensive experience that commercial developments require.   

Our vast commercial experience has enabled the company 
to become a specialist repair partner of choice for many 
contractors and developers across the UK, with a shared 
philosophy of teamwork and collaboration. 

Our reports are electronically compiled with thorough repair 
specifications devised in full compliance with relevant BS codes.  
The provision of full methods statement is part and parcel of our 
service for professional buyers and specifiers.  

We also have the necessary contract management skills in 
place, together with an independently accredited health and 
safety regime that includes rigorous training for our surveyors 
and technicians, who carry CSCS cards.
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Commercial Developments

Historic and Listed Buildings
In the repair and renovation of listed 
and heritage property, there is simply no 
substitute for knowledge, experience and 
quality workmanship. In the past Peter Cox 
have undertaken restoration work at York 
Minster, Stanford Hall and Trinity College 
Cambridge, and continue to work frequently 
on many historic national and regional 
landmarks across the United Kingdom

We are well versed in the necessary liaison with heritage and 
conservation bodies, their professional advisers and property 
guardians such as the National Trust. 

We are sensitive to the special needs of historic fabric, 
understand the importance of developing the most appropriate 
repair specifications and treatment methods, and are continually 
researching new products. 

Quality of workmanship is paramount and Peter Cox technicians 
can handle specifications as varied as horsehair plastering, 
sourcing reclaimed timber, reconstructing traditional oak framing, 
strengthening floor beams and stabilising masonry facades.
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Our 
Specialist
Services

In that time we have established sound working 
relationships across the country with estate agents, 
valuation surveyors, building surveyors, architects, 
mortgage lenders and Local Authority grant departments.

That’s why over 50% of the home owners who contact 
us direct do so following a recommendation from a 
professional adviser.

Frequently we are called in after pre-purchase surveys to 
give specialist advice on problems of dampness, timber 
decay or unstable masonry.

We also help home owners who want to convert damp 
basements into extra living accommodation.

Working for the owner occupier, private landlord or 
property manager demands a high standard of service, 
and the excellence of our administration and site 
workforce speaks for itself. Many customers come back 
to us on succeeding property moves.

Damp Proofing
Damp proofing is the protective process to ensure 
moisture cannot pass through walls which are in contact 
with the ground or floor. There are many different causes 
of damp within properties including rising damp, lateral 
and rain penetrating damp, or through condensation 
problems.

Rising Damp
Rising damp is the general term for water that rises up 
the fabric of a building after being absorbed from the 
surrounding ground. This can be caused by a failure of 
a damp proof course, a bridged damp proof course, or 
there being no damp proof course at all. Rising damp 
can also be caused by a number of other defects so 
identification by a qualified surveyor is key.

A pioneer in damp proof course technology since 1951, 
Peter Cox today utilises a silane diffusion cream to install 
a remedial damp proof course. This form of treatment is 
reliable, and in most cases is the fastest and most cost 
effective rising damp treatment to install.

Rising damp chemical injection barriers use water 
repellent technology to form a barrier through the 
masonry by lining the capillaries with a chemical, thereby 
preventing moisture rising. When drilled externally, the 
holes are filled with mortar to ensure a neat finish. 

Peter Cox can also offer a replastering service for internal 
walls, leaving them clean and ready for decoration. 

Very efficient, friendly service.  
Very pleased with the whole job 
from the actual damp course  
to the plastering.

“ “
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Condensation
Condensation is the most common cause of damp 
problems in buildings and homes in the UK. Condensation 
is often caused by lifestyle choices and the key to 
preventing it, is to make sure there is adequate ventilation  
in a property.   

In addition to installing extractor fans in high humidity 
kitchens and bathrooms, Peter Cox can install ventilation 
systems to draw in fresh air from outside and circulate 
it gently round the whole property. Peter Cox also offer 
an anti-condensation treatment that utilises thermos 
technology creating a thermal barrier between the cold wall 
surfaces and the warm air in the property. This prevents 
moisture and mould forming on walls. 

Lateral Penetrating Damp
Lateral penetrating damp is caused when the external 
ground abutting a wall is above the internal floor level. 
This is low level penetrating damp and can be solved with 
cementitious render or through cavity drain membrane 
systems. 

Rainwater Penetrating Damp 
Rainwater penetration is usually caused by wind driven rain 
hitting a masonry wall and soaking through. This is often 
the case with solid masonry or stone walls. It can also 
be caused by building defects – defective roof coverings, 
cracked brickwork, badly fitting windows or door frames, 
faulty guttering and downpipes. These faults may need 
repairs by a builder. 

When penetrating damp affects brick, stone or concrete 
walls, a single coat masonry protection cream can be 
used. This cream will line the pores of the masonry, not 
blocking them, so excess moisture can escape. It will also 
help reduce your carbon footprint and protect cavity wall 
insulation from getting wet. 

Basement and Structural 
Waterproofing 
Whether it’s an existing basement conversion or a new 
build project, below ground penetrating damp can be 
maintained by either cementitious renders or cavity drain 
membranes, or a combination of these methods. 

Both of these waterproofing methods ensure that no further 
damp can penetrate into the affected room, allowing the 
area to be utilised without the risk of further damp issues. 
Peter Cox CSSW certificated surveyors can tailor the 
waterproof design and installation process to your needs, 
offering two alternative systems designed to BS 8102.

Cementitious Render
Cementitious render utilises a system of cement based 
waterproof coatings, which prevents penetrating damp caused 
by the movement of water through earth retaining walls. 

      Ideal for limited waterproofing solutions, where there is 
no free flowing water or risk of flooding. 

      Multiple layers of waterproof coatings are applied 
directly to prepared brickwork to form a barrier. 

      This is then plastered to provide a smooth surface ready 
for decoration.

Cavity Drain Membranes
      Cavity drain membranes utilise a studded membrane to 

line the walls and floors to provide a dry internal surface.

      Can be used in all situations, especially where there is 
free flowing water or flooding.

      A high density polythene dimpled (HDPE) membrane 
is applied to walls and floors, so that water can drain 
away.

      Drainage can utilise either existing drains or a sump  
and pump.

      Floors can be finished with a screed or a floating floor.

      We also offer battery backups and alarm systems.

Both these systems can be designed to comply with 
BS8102, which is the Code of Practice for protection 
of below ground structures against water from the 
ground. Our basement waterproofing systems that 
comply with BS8102 come with a 10 year guarantee.

Peter Cox are approved installers of Delta and  
Newton waterproofing products
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Woodworm
Woodworm is a generic term used for the larvae of 
wood-boring beetles. Wood-boring beetles generally 
lay their eggs on the surface of timber and can cause 
serious infestations and structural damage. Their attacks 
are varied, depending on the type of beetle, so accurate 
identification by a surveyor is key.

Fungal Decay 
Dry rot is the most serious type of timber decay. The 
dry rot fungal threads (hyphae) digests cellulose in 
timber and spreads in search of more timber to attack, 
even travelling through masonry. This can leave timber 
cracked and brittle to the touch, and can lead to severe 
structural damage. 

Wet rot is a general term used to describe the majority 
of fungal species responsible for timber decay. Unlike 
dry rot, wet rot is isolated at the source of the moisture.   

Our treatments include the replacement of damaged 
timber and the treatment of existing timbers with a 
fungicide (where required), which kills the fungus and 
prevents rot spreading to other parts of the property. 

Resin Repair 
Timber resin repair is a technique used to repair the 
ends of structural timbers that have been damaged 
by woodworm or rot, without the expensive cost of 
replacing the entire timber. This is done by cutting away 
the damaged section and using a timber splice resin 
bond with reinforcement rods to attach the existing 
timber to the new section.

Woodworm 
and Fungal  
Decay 
Treatments 

Excellent service from everyone I dealt with at 
Peter Cox. The staff arranging appointments 
were helpful, and both the surveyor and the  
technician who carried out the timber 
treatments were great.

“ “
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Structural Anchoring and 
Reinforcement Systems 
Peter Cox can provide structural anchoring and 
reinforcement solutions for historical buildings, masonry 
bridges, monuments, railway structures and walls.  
Peter Cox are approved installers of Cintec and Helifix 
structural anchors.

A structural anchoring system is comprised of a stainless 
steel bar surrounded by a woven polyester fabric mesh 
sleeve into which a specially formulated cementitious grout 
is injected under pressure. The flexible sleeve expands and 
moulds itself into the spaces within the wall, providing a 
strong bond when cured.

Various attachments can be welded to the anchor head, 
and every masonry anchor system is purpose designed for 
each project or application. The anchoring system can be 
used on an array of materials, from stone, concrete, clay, 
terracotta, adobe and even timber. It can also be used 
underwater and in weak substrates. 

Wall Stitching and  
Lateral Restraints
Many properties suffer from cracks in masonry and in the 
mortar bed joints. Depending on the size and depth of 
these, crack stitching can be used. The cracks can be 
horizontal, ‘stepped’ cracking, or a combination of both.

Once cracks appear on the external wall, it is crucial to 
reinforce the masonry to prevent further structural damage. 
Repairs will provide resistance against further cracking 
and strengthen the masonry, offering a quick and invisible 
solution specifically designed for the wall.

Remedial Wall Ties 
Cavity wall ties are metal strips that tie the inner and outer 
walls together to create a cavity wall system. Building walls 
this way offers better protection from the elements as well 
as reducing the amount of heat lost from a property. When 
wall ties fail they can compromise the structural integrity 
of the property, and need to be replaced. Using metal 
detectors, fibre optic borescopes and low impact drills, we 
can seamlessly detect, find and replace any defective cavity 
wall ties with minimal disruption to your property. 

Bird Control  
Services  
We can offer a range of bird control  
services, from proofing to fouling  
clearance. Bird spikes, bio-acoustics,  
netting, spring wire and pin systems  
are designed and installed to deter  
nuisance birds effectively but unobtrusively. 

Each design is tailor made for each  
site while taking into account the buildings aesthetics.  
We are happy to work with clients, architects and 
conservation officers to help find bird deterrence solutions 
that are a perfect fit for the building or project, while 
keeping them as aesthetically unobtrusive as possible. 

Peter Cox also offers a bird fouling removal service which 
includes COSHH and risk assessments, detailed method 
statements and specifications plus full compliance with 
transport and waste disposal regulations.

Structural Repairs

Peter Cox are approved installers of Helifix and Cintec 
structural anchors and have considerable experience of 
working with structural engineers.
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CPD  
Seminars &
myLearning
CPD Seminars  
Peter Cox can assist property professionals with  
their Continuing Professional Development (CPD).  
These presentations are provided completely free of  
charge whatever the size of audience.We can arrange these 
presentations at your own office or virtually, and the agenda 
can be tailored to suit your specific needs. We offer a wide 
range of seminars on property preservation methods,  
giving you a useful opportunity to discuss current  
practice, review new developments in the industry  
and get questions answered.

Topics covered:

      Damp control

      Condensation control and improving air quality in the home 

      Waterproofing to BS8102 

      Woodworm, rot and resin repairs 

      Masonry stabilisation and structural reinforcement

      Bird control and deterrence 

myLearning 
Peter Cox also offers an interactive learning approach with 
our CPD approved learning package. When you book a 
CPD Seminar with us you will automatically get access to 
our e-learning platform, myLearning. myLearning offers 24/7 
access to relevant, topical information to help you and your staff 
understand and manage property related problems through our 
range of CPD accredited courses (Up to 10 hours of CPD Value).

Why use mylearning

Save money - Our online courses are extremely cost 
effective, with the costs of classroom and instructor-
led training increasing, e-learning comes in at a 
fraction of the price.

Flexibility - Learning can be completed at a time and 
place suitable to you and your schedule.

Up-to-date - Our training materials are detailed, 
accurate and relevant. All our e-learning courses are 
updated in line with legislation changes.

Evidence - We provide downloadable CPD 
accredited certificates of completion of evidence of 
learning and assessment success.

Of all the companies that visited us,  
Peter Cox were certainly one of  
the most interesting, detailed  
and technical.

“ “
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Commercial  
Surveys and Reports 
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From start to finish our commercial team will get it right the first time, preventing 
delays and saving you money. 

Commercial Survey Specialists 
Our unmatched experience conducting property preservation 
surveys for commercial clients means there is no better 
choice than Peter Cox when it comes to investigating your 
premises. 

Our surveyors will thoroughly inspect the property both 
externally and internally, and from basements and sub 
floor voids, to roof and attic spaces. All observations found 
during the survey will be supported by references to physical 
evidence or readings obtained through the specialist 
equipment that our surveyors use to reach their diagnosis. 

Reports
Once a survey has been conducted our CSRT or CSSW 
qualified surveyor will provide a detailed report consisting 
of all observations and recommendations found. Written in 
a style that is easy to understand, the report will describe 
in detail the scale and scope of any property issues you 
may have, including detailed drawings, explanations of 
observations, a method statement and a breakdown of costs 
where necessary.

Long Term Guarantees 
Peter Cox is one of the few companies whose trading 
history exceeds the term of its guarantees. It is estimated 
that Peter Cox has issued well in excess of 500,000 long 
term guarantees since 1951. We can provide you with a 
long term guarantee on the work carried out, in some cases 
guaranteed up to 20 years. If required, a back-up insured 
guarantee is available through GPI.

Health and Safety  
In common with the construction industry as a whole, Peter 
Cox is committed to playing its part in improving standards 
of health and safety in its operations. We are fully conscious 
of the need to protect the wellbeing of our employees, 
our customers, fellow site workers and the public at large. 
That’s why our staff receive comprehensive training and are 
equipped with all necessary personal protective equipment. 
We have developed safe working practices and can supply, 
where requested, detailed method statements, COSHH risk 
assessments and RAMS documentation. Our safety regime 
is also independently scrutinised and accredited.  
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